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III) The Ohow group of a threefold blown up along a curve with two ordinary
double points.
The Chow ring in the sense of Chow, [4] or [5], of a smooth quasi-
projective variety X is denoted OH(X) = E9 OHt(X) where OHt(X) is the
group of cycle classes with respect to rational equivalence of codimension
i, by At we denote the subgroup of those classes which are algebraically
equivalent to O.
Let V represent a smooth threefold, Y an irreducible curve on V with
two ordinary double points YI and Yz, -: V+~ V the blowing up of V
along Y, D=b-l( Y) the exceptional divisor, dl =b-I(YI), dz=b-l(yz).
(3.1) PROPOSITION. V+ has exactly two multiple points Xl and Xz, they
are ordinary double points and b(xt) = Yt. The surface D is a PI fibration
over Y, d l and dz are ordinary double lines for D.
PROOF. We prove the result locally at Yt and passing to the completion
of the local rings; we may then assume that V is the 3-affine space of
coordinates Zl, Zz, Za, that Yt is the origin and that Y is the curve
ZIZZ = Za = O. V+ has coordinates (Zl , Zz, Za; WI: wz), homogeneous in WI and
Wz, with the condition
Direct computation shows that (*) defines a hypersurface in Aa x PI
with exactly one ordinary double point at (0,0,0 ; 0: 1). Similarly D is
given in Aa x PI by the equations ZIZz = Za = 0, hence b-l(yt} is an ordinary
double line for D.
Put br : V' ~ V+ the blowing up of V+ at Xl and at xz, Qt = (b+)-I(Xt),
i= 1,2 and
(3.2)
the composite map bbr.
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f: V'~ V
(3.3) PROPOSITION. V' IS a smooth threefold, Qt a smooth quadric
surface.
PROOF. With the same argument as in (3.1), locally in A4 x Ps, V'
has equations
ZIZ2 =ZaZ4
Zttj=Zjtt (i=l'j, i,j=l, ... ,4) .
By an easy calculation one sees that V' is not singular. Similarly the
equations of Qt are Zl=Z2=Za =Z4=0, tlt2=tat4, so Qt is a smooth quadric
surface.
Let E denote the proper inverse image of D in V', i.e. E = closure
(f-l( Y) - Ql U Q2), and let dto denote the proper inverse image of dt.
(3.4) PROPOSITION. E () Qt=dtl U diZ, where dn and dt2 are two lines
on Qt which belong to different rulings. The line dto intersects Qt along
the point common to dtI and dt2.
PROOF. With the notations of the proof of (3.1) we may assume that
D is the surface in A4 formed by the planes (0, Z2, 0, Z4) and (ZI, 0, 0, Z4)
so that dt is the intersection of these planes, a straight verification com-
pletes the proof.
(3.4.1) Let g:F--+E
denote the normalization of E . By (3.4) and (3.1) E is singular just along
dw, i = 1, 2, which are ordinary double lines, therefore F is smooth and
g-l(dw)= Cia U Ci4
where Cta , et4 are copies of PI and eta r. Ct4 = 0. We define
i,j=I,2,
then Cij intersects just one of the lines eta and et4 , we use the convention
Cn () I'-ta =I' 0, Ci2 () Ci4 =I' 0.
On the normalization n : Yn --+ Y put
n-1(yt} = yn U yt2, i= 1,2
Since D is a PI fibration over Y, F is a fibration
(3.4.2) pr: F --+ Y n
such that Fy =P1, y=I'Yij, and such that pr-I(Yij) = Cij +Ci,j+2. Let Dn be
the normalization of D, then Dn is a projective fibre bundle over Yn
and F is the blowing up of Dn along 4 points, the exceptional lines being
I'~j, i, j = I , 2. From the results on the Chow ring of projective bundles
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(3.5)
and blowing-ups, cfr. [4, expose 4] and [15, p. 422]
{
OHI(F) = OHI( Yn) EEl Zz EEl z-, EEl Zez EEl Zea EEl Ze4
OHZ(F) = OHI( Y n)
where z is the class of the tautological sheaf on Dn and
(3.5.1) ei = class (eu), ez=class(eI2), ea=class(eZI), e4=class(e22)'
The proof of next (3.6) and (3.7) is given for want of a precise reference
(3.6) LEMMA. Let Xo, .. . , X z be varieties, jl : Xl -?- P1li closed embed-
dings ; assume that Xo is smooth and give morphisms be: Xi -?- Xi+l,
i = 0, 1. Let ZI, Zz, Za be effective equidimensional cycles on Xo such that:
( + )
(+ + )
dim (bO(Zl)) < dim Zl, dim (bo(Zj)) = dim Zj, j"" 1,
dim (b1bo(Z2)) < dim Zz, dim (b1bo(Za)) = dim Za;
then the cycle K =nlZl + n2Zz+ naZa is algebraically (linearly) equivalent
to 0 if and only if nl=nZ=na =O.
PROOF. The if part is obvious. Assume K = 0 mod . alg. eq ., then
0= (jzbIbo)* (K) = na(jzb1bo)* (Za) mod. alg. eq., now (jzb1bo)* (Za) is an
effective cycle in a projective space so na = O. Similarly we have nz = 0
and nl=O.
(3.7) LEMMA. Let I: V' -?- V be a birational morphism of smooth
irreducible projective varieties of dimension d, then
OH(V')=I*OH(V) EEl Ker 1* and 1*
is an isomorphism into.
PROOF. Let it be
Vn= {x E V: dim 1-1(X) ;;. n}
the V~'s are algebraic closed sets [18, 1.6.3] and dim Vn<::d-I-n be-
cause dim I-I(V11) :> dim Vn + n and V' is irreducible of dimension d. Let
Z be an irreducible subvariety of V which intersects properly all the V~'s,
then Z' = j-l(Z) is an irreducible variety birational with Z . As cycles
Z' = I*Z and I*Z' =Z. The classes of subvarieties such as Z are a set of
generators for OH(V) because of Chow's moving lemma, then
1*1*: OH( V) -?- OH( V)
is the identity. This means that 1* is a section of 1* in the exact sequence
I I.o-?- Ker * -?- OH(V') - OI1(V),
hence 1* is surjective and the sequence splits.
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(3.8) REMARK . With the same argument we see OHd(V') =OHd(V).
(3.9) LEMMA. For every class z E Ker !* there is a representative cycle
Z' such that supp Z' C !-1(V1).
PROOF. Let zEOH(V') with !*(z)=O. Take a representative cycle Z
of z such that !*!*(Z) is defined. We have !*(Z) ,....., 0 hence !*!*(Z) ,....., 0,
and !*!*(Z) =Z +Z" with ZIt C !-l(Vt} hence z,....., _ZIt and Z' ,....., -Z" C
C !-l( Vt}.
We can proceed to compute OH(V') . By (3.8) OH3(V') =OH3(V) and
by (3.9) to find OH(V') it suffices to determine
i = 1,2.
We start with the divisor group. Since dimension drops, !*(E) =!*(Ql)=
=!*(Q2) =0. By the notations of the proof of (3.7) !-1(V1) =Ql+Q2+E,
hence by (3.9), if !*(z)=O there is a representative for z of the kind
Z' =nlQI +n2Q2 +naE , i.e. the classes ql = class QI, q2 = class Q2, e = class E ,
generate Ker (f*k
(3.10) PROPOSITION. OHl(V') =OHl(V) EB Zql EB Zq2 EB Ze.
PROOF. We still have to show that ql, qz, e are linearly independent
in OHI(V') . Suppose nlql +neqz+nae = 0, the cycle nlQI + n2Q2+ naE is
linearly equivalent to 0 and satisfies the conditions for the cycle K in
lemm a (3.6) (take QI=Zl, Q2=Z2, E=Z3, put V' =Xo, Vq =X2 and
factorize Xo - )- X2 by blowing up first at X2 to get a threefold Xl), hence
nl=n2=n3=0.
We deal now with I-dimensional cycles. By (3.9) every z E Ker (f*h
has a representative cycle with support contained in the set QI+Q2 +E.
Every] -cycle with support in the quadric Qt, i = I, 2, is linearly equivalent
to a combination of lines in the two rulings of the quadric. The lines
du, d2i belong to different rulings in Qt and are contained in E , so every
I-cycle class in Ker (f*h has a representative with support in E. From
the definition of F, (3.4.1) , there is a morphism g : F -+ E C V' with
g(F) =E, it follows then g*(OHI(F)) ~ Ker (f*h, that is to compute
Ker (f*h amounts to find Ker g* and Ker (fg)*. Recall that in (3.5) the
direct summand OHl(Yn ) of OHI(F) is generated by the fibres F y, y E Y n ,
then (fg)*(OHI( Yn)) = 0 because dim !g(Py) = O. Similarly looking at (3.5.1)
(fg)*(et}=O, while (fg)*(z) =1= 0 because (fg)*(z) is the class of the effective
cycle Y in V. That is
(3.11) Ker (f*h = g*(pr*OH I( Y n ) EB Zel EB Ze2 EB Zea EB Ze4).
We pa ss to compute this group.
(3.12) LEMMA. The restriction g* :pr*OHl(Yn ) -+OII1(V') is injective.
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PROOF. Put yE Yn , yi:-Ytj , i,j=l, 2, then y may be thought as a
point of Y C V. The same proof as the one in [15, 3, lemma 1] yields
(3.13)
The set of such y's is a set if generators for CHl( Y n), whence the lemma.
(3.14) LEMMA.
g*(eZ) = g*(el +pr* class (YlZ - Yll)),
g*(e4)=g*(e3+pr* class (YZZ-YZl)).
PROOF. We have to show
and a similar equality for ea and e4. Now
pr*(class Yll) = el +class ela
and
pr*(class YlZ) = ez+ class e14,
so
and
now g*(eis) = dlO = g*(e14), by definition, so that the above equality follows.
Put cc E pr*CHl( Y n), nl and na integer numbers.
PROOF. Assume first degree tX i:-0, without restriction we may assume
degree tX> 0 so that there is a m ~ 0 such that for mcc there is a repre-
sentative cycle A which is effective and support
A C F -pr-l(Yll + ... +Yzz).
By use of lemma (3.6) as in the proof of (3.10), recalling that (mnl)g(ell)
has support in Ql and (mna)y(ezI) in Q2, we conclude that A is the zero
cycle and mnl=mna=O so that nl=n3=0. If degree tX =o then nly(ell)+
+na(/(e21)=O mod. alg. eq ., lemma (3.6) applies again so that nl=n3=0.
It follows (/*(tX)=O and therefore tX=o by (3.12) .
From the preceding lemmas we conclude
(3.16) PROPOSITIOX. CH2(V ')=CHZ(V) EB Clll(Y1l ) EB Zel EB Zea.
Let Al* denote the graded group of cycles modulo algebraic equivalence,
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from the definitions for any smooth variety X there is an exact sequence
(3.17) o --* A *(X) --* OH*(X) --* Al*(X) --* O.
By the same proof as of (3.16) it follows
(3.18) PROPOSITION.
Al2( V') = Al2( V) EB All( Y11) EB Zel EB Zea.
The sequence (3.17) gives henceforth
(3.19) PROPOSITION. A2(V')=A2(V) EBJ(YlI ) where J(YlI ) denotes the
degree zero part of the Jacobian variety of Y11'
IV) We proceed as in [12]. Let lo be a line as fixed in (2.4). Consider
the tangent bundle T(X) of X -Xo, let Proj (T(X)) be the associated
projective bundle. The restriction to le of this bundle is denoted by X*, i.e.
X* = Proj (T(X))jlo
(4.1) Let j: X* --* le be the structure morphism. There is a rational
transformation
(4.2) v: X* --* X
defined as follows: let x* E X*, then x* is a line in the tangent space
T x* to X, where x* =j(x*) , and there is an intersection
(4.3)
with x EX; now put tp(x*)= X . As in [12] the following properties hold:
(i) ip : X* --* X is a rational transformation, generically 2: 1.
(ii) The fundamental locus of tp consists of two curves Y' and Y" on X,
namely
Y' = {x* E X*: x* ~>-l8' 8 ELl'}
Y" = {x* E X*: x* +7lo}.
(4.4) There are regular maps of projection m': Y' --* lo, m": Y" --* to,
which are generically 5 - 1, respectively birational.
(4.5) LEMMA. (i) Y" is a smooth projective rational curve. (ii) Y' ('\ Y" = 0.
(iii) Y' is isomorphic with zl'.
PROOF. (i) Y" is a copy of PI because it projects onto i« with a regular
morphism which is injective. (ii) Y' ('\ Y"= 0 for a similar reason as in
[12, p. 174]. (iii) The function, call it (3, between Y' and Ll' given in the
definition of Y' is a 1-1 map, we show locally on lo that fJ is an isomor-
phism of varieties, this suffices to prove that fJ is an isomorphism. 'I'he
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curve LI' is a closed subvariety of the Schubert variety Sh of the lines
in P4 whieh meet lo and Y' is a closed subvariety, of the projectivized
tangent bundle of P 4 restricted to lo, call it To. Since we work locally
on To we can put To = loX P a. Again locally we define a morphism y: To -+ Sh
by y(x, y) = line through x which has the direction determined by the
point y thought as a point in the space at infinity of P 4 • Let So be the
point of Sh which corresponds to lo , then Sh - So is a smooth variety
(because of homogeneity for instance). From the definitions
y : TO-y-I(SO) -+ Sh-i s«
is a 1:1 morphism, which is therefore an isomorphism. The restriction
of y to Y' induces a local isomorphism from Y ' to its image which is LI';
this isomorphism y is just the local definition of the function fJ given above,
hence f3 is an isomorphism.
In the following we identify Y' with LI', hence YI and y2 are the ordinary
double points of Y'. Let X' be the threefold given by blowing up x*
along Y' and Y" . There is a diagram
(4.6)
(4.7) PROPOSITION. X' is a singular threefold with exactly two singular
points Xl and X2. These points are ordinary double points for X' and
p(Xt)=Yt E Y'CX*.
PROOF. Blow up X* along the smooth line Y" first to get a smooth
threefold V, then apply (3.1).
Put B = {x EX : x ¢ To and the plane (x, To) intersects X along 3 lines
meeting in one point or (x, lo) intersects X along le and K«, where K T
is irreducible and tangent to lo.}
If x E B then through x there is exactly one line tangent to X in a
point of le, namely the line joining x to the point lo n K T , K T being the
residual conic section. If x ¢ B and x ¢ To then there are two such tangent
lines. If x E lo there are infinite such lines.
(4.8) LEMMA. (i) $ is a morphism, quasi finite 2 :1 out of $-1(10).
(ii) Over X - (lo U B) the fibres of $ consist of two distinct points.
PROOF. (i) The same proof as in [12, 4.2] applies. (ii) This part follows
from the calculations needed to prove (i). We hint here a second argument.
If x E X - (B U To) there are three cases , see picture.
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(a)
-.;i;-- --+--- 10
(b)
In case (a) tp-l(x) =x~ + x; , Xl and X2 do not belong to Y' u Y" so (ii)
holds. In case (b) tp-l(x)=xr + x: but tp is not defined at x:, so we may
just say qH(x) C p-I(X~) U p-I(X:) where p-I(X~) is a point in X' while
p-I(X~) is a line on it. Since rlJ resolves the indeterminacy of tp we have
rlJ(p-I(X:)) = l82' and therefore have a morphism
rp2 : p-I(X:) --+ l82
restriction of rlJ . We show that rp2 is an isomorphism, since l82 is a rational
line it is enough to prove that rp2 is generally 1-1. Now X ¢ lo so by
(i) rlJ-I(x) is a set of at most two points. By above rlJ-I(x) =p-l(xr) U rp-~(x)
and p-I(X~) ¢p-I(X:), so rp-~(x) is one point. This proves (ii) is case (b).
In case (c) (ii) proved by recalling that rp2 and rpl arc isomorphisms and
one has rlJ-I(X)=rp-~(x) u rp -t(x).
Put W =X - (lo u B); W is normal, because X is such (e.g. because
X is analytically so [10, 24.E]), and Xo E W. Put T = ([l-l( W), by (4.8)
rlJ: T --+ W is not ramified, that is the involution l'(a)=b if rlJ(a)=rlJ(b),
a, bET, has no fixed points. Being a 1-1 algebraic correspondence
between normal varieties • is a biregular morphism, the Galois quotient
TIl' is a variety and rlJ factorizes as T~ TIl' -!!...- W, where n is etale
because. is without fixed points. Since g is 1- 1 and W normal g is the
identity morphism, that is TIl' = W. By etaleness n-l(xo) is a set of two
singular points, whence n-l(xo) = XI U X2 (cfr. (4.7)). We have proved
(4.9) COROLLARY. rlJ(Xt)=xo, i =1, 2. Blow up X at Xo and X' at Xl
and X2, there is a diagram
B X1+X2(X') = V'
rp ) Z =Bxo(X)
n' j
rlJ
jn
X' ,X
where V' and Z are smooth threefolds.
We apply the results of (III) by taking V to be X* blown up at Y"
and V' as given. 'I'hen A 2(V) = 0 and therefore by (3.19) there is an
isomorphism
(4.10)
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which is defined by rx=y*pr*, where we keep the notations of (3.4).
Since Z in P a blown up along 0 (see (l.l)) there is an isomorphism
(4.11) p:J(O) ~ A2(Z)
which is defined by p(class (t1-t2)) = -class (e- l(tl)-e-l(t2)), where tl and
t2 E 0 and we put a minus sign for later convenience.
The surface 0(2) parametrizes a set of I-cycles on Z (1.9), so for any
(tl, t2), (ta, t4) E 0(2) the cycle J(h, t2)-J(ta, t4) is algebraically equivalent
to 0; there is therefore a morphism
Alb(0(2))=J(0) ~ A2(Z)~ J(O).
This morphism is the identity, in fact:
PROOF. For (tl, t2), (ta, t4) general enough (i.e. not on D1 U D2)
J(tl, t2) -J(ta, t4) = e*(~/(tl '~) -ly(t3.t4») - (e-1(tl) +e-1(t2) -/?-l(ta) - e-1(t4)),
and the lemma follows recalling that the two lines l's are linearly equiva-
lent in P«.
(4.13) LEMMA. Let i: LI~ ~ 0(2) be the natural inclusion for any
YELI~=Yn then qJ*(y*pr*y) =J(i(y)) as cycles.
PROOF. It is enough to prove the equality for a general y in which
case it is the same as to show : (I) f/>(p-l(y))=ly where yELl ' C S
(2) f/> :p-l(y)~ly is 1-1. Now both (1) and (2) hold, cfr .the proof of
(4.8.ii).
The inclusion i : LI~ ~ 0(2) induces a morphism
(4.14) i: J(LI~) ~ J(O)
of the corresponding Albanese varieties, and tp: V' ~ Z induces a morphism
(4.15)
of the corresponding Chow groups. From (4.12) and (4.13) it follows
(4.16) PROPOSITION . qJ* =i.
Induced by qJ there is a function tp": OH2(Z) ~ OH2(V'), given by
lifting cycles; this induces a morphism
tp": J(O) ~ J(LI~)
which is algebraic and therefore is a morphism of abelian varieties. Now
qJ is generically 2 :1, so, by the projection formula
(4.17)
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Vz E J(O).
There is a diagram
(4.18)
where dim J(Lln) =5, dimJ(LI~)=9, dimJ((O))=4, (for dimensions see
(2.8), (2.39) and [6, (8.3)]). The theory of Prym varieties as developed
in [II] applies to the etale double covering qn: LI~ -+ LIn and we have
lPr(LI~/Lln) = Image (I-a) = Ker (I + a)o= Ker (q*)O(4.19) q:(J(Ll n)= Image (l+a)= Ker(I -a)O= Ker(l-a),by [11, 1.3. Cor. 2]
where 0 denotes the connected component and a is the involution on
J(LI~) induced by the involution a: LI~ -+ LI~ . We also have dim Pr=4,
dim q: (J(Ll n)) = 5.
We show below
(4.20) LEMMA. Pr(LI~/Lln) and rp*(JO)) coincide.
and
(4.21) LEMMA. rp*: J(O) -+ rp*(J(O)) is an isomorphism.
From these lemmas and (4.II) it follows
(4.22) THEOREM. Pr(LI~/Lln)::::::::: J(O)=A2(Z).
This is the analogous in the singular case of the main result of [12].
We proceed to study composition of morphisms in diagram (4.18).
(4.23) LEMMA. rp*q: =0, hence (Ker rp*)o=q:(J(Ll n)) because of di-
mension.
PRom" As in [12, (+) on pg. 201], briefly if d1 and ~ are general
points on LIn then rp*q: (d1-d2 ) =n*(Kd1 -Kd2 ) where K* are as in (2.4).
Since qn: LI~ -+ LIn is 2-I we have an involution a: J(LI~) --+ J(LI~) and
similarly since tp : V' -+ Z is generically 2-I we have an involution
r : A2(V') -+ A2(V'). Explicitly r is defined by
(4.24)a
Relating the two involutions there is
(4 .24)b PROPOSITION. r(a) = - a(a), Va E A2(V') =J(LI~).
PROOF. We refer to [12, prop. 10.6], the same kind of geometric
construction and description there apply also to our case.
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As a straight consequence we get
(4.25) 1m (p*) C Pr(LJ~/LJn).
Next by the same kind of argument as in [12, p. 199], we get
(4.26)
i.e.
(4.27) 1m (p*)=Pr(LJ~/LJn),
which is lemma (4.20).
From p*p* =2 (see (4.17)) we have
(4.28) Ker (qJ*) is a 2-torsion group.
The same proof as in [12, cor. 10.10] shows that the exact sequence
qJ*
0-+ Ker p* -+ A2(Z) - Pr(LJ~/LJn) -+ 0
splits, i.e.
(4.29) A2(Z) = Ker qJ* EB Pr(LJ~/LJn).
Now applying the remark of S. Bloch that A2(Z) is divisible we get
(4.30) Ker p* =O.
(4.32)
This proves (using also 4.11) the theorem (4.22) and also (4.21).
(4.31) REMARK. For later use in (V) we study a little more the isomor-
phism in (4.22). Consider p*p*: J(LJ~) -+ J(Ll~), by (4.24) a and b we have
qJ*qJ*(a)=T(a) +a=-a(a) +a, i.e. p*p* =( -a+1). Now qJ* is just the
morphism i of (4.16) so (- a+ 1) can be factorized as
J(LJ~) .L. J(O) .s.. Pr(LJ~/Lln) -L J(Ll~)
where we put jtp = qJ* and j is the canonical inclusion. Since ker qJ* = 0,
by (4.30), tp is an isomorphism and is precisely the isomorphism of (4.22).
V) Let A be an abelian variety, P(A) the Picard variety of the divisors
on A algebraically equivalent to 0, there is a canonical isomorphism of
groups
(5.1) P(A) = Ext (A , Gm )
where Gm is the multiplicative group [16, VII. 16]. Let X be a smooth
projective variety, A the Albanese variety of X ,
(5.2)
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alb:X-+A
the Albanese morphism, according to [9, Ch. VI, § 1]
alb*: P(A) ~ P(X}
is an isomorphism and we identify the two groups, so P(X) = Ext (A , Gm).
In particular if D; and D2 are algebraically equivalent divisors on X then
D 1-D2 determines canonically an element G in the group Ext (A, Gm ) ;
by [17, 1] G is the principal Gm bundle on A with the property that the
associated line bundle on A pulls back, via alb*, to the line bundle
determined by the divisor D; - D2 . Thus G fits in an exact sequence
o~ Gm~ G~ A -+ 0
if D; and D2 are effective and irreducible there is a morphism
(5.3) at :X - support (Dl - D2 ) -+ G
which lifts (5.2), at is universal in the category of extensions of abelian
varieties by tori [17]. If we take X = 0(2) and Db D 2 as in (1.6), by
[6, 8.13] there is therefore a universal morphism
at: 0(2)-(Dl U D2)=8-Do~ G(8)
where G(8} E Ext (J(O), Gm ). We call G(8} the generalized albanese variety
for 8.
(5.4) REMARK. From (5.1) it follows that G(8) is trivial if and only if
D, and D2 are linearly equivalent; in [7] it is shown that D l and D2
do not belong to the same connected system of divisors on 0(2} (in fact
D1 and D2 are isolated points in the Chow variety of effective divisors
0(2)), so they are not linearly equivalent (because there would be a
rational curve connecting Dl and D2 on the Chow variety) and G(8) is
not trivial.
Let L1~ be the curve in (2.29), the divisor yu +Yt2 , i= 1,2, is a module
n1-i in the sense of [16], according to [loco cit. V. 17] the generalized
jacobian variety J m i is isomorphic as an algebraic group to the element
Gt E Ext (J(L1~), Gm ) determined by the divisor (-I)Hl(yn -Y(2) on L1~
(the choice of sign is for later convenience) .
As for above there is an exact sequence
0-+ Gm -+ Gt -+ J(L1~) -+ 0
and a universal morphism
(5.5) i=I,2
The group J mi is isomorphic also to the opposite group - Gt , determined
by the divisor (-I)t(Yn-y(2) . To pass from Gi to - Gt one considers
the involution i: t -+ t- l in Gm, then i*(Gt}= -Gt [16, VIII. I] . According
to [loco citato] Ext (J , Gm x Gm)= Ext (J , Gm ) x Ext (J, Gm ), so the
ordered couple (Gl , G2) determines an element G3 in Ext (J, Gm x Gm)
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which is constructed as follows: let <5 : J ---+ J x J be the diagonal morphism,
G1 x G2 is naturally an element of Ext (J x J, Gm x Gm), we put
(5.6)
By construction
(5.7)
hence, from (5.5), there is a regular morphism
, A' ( GfL3 : LJn - Yll U Y12 U y21 U Y22) ---+ . a.
Let now Div? be the group of divisors of degree 0 on .1~ whose support
does not contain any Yfj, i = I , 2, j = 1, 2. By linearity ~ extends to a
morphism of groups
~ : Div? ---+ Ga
and a~(lX)=O if and only if a~(lX)=~(lX)=O; so by the properties of the
generalized Jacobians J ml' J m2' a;(lX) = 0 if and only if there is a rational
function g on .1~ such that (i) lX = (g)o - (g)oo (ii) g(Yll) = g(Y12), g(Y21) =
=g(Y22). Moreover one could prove with a similar argument as in [16,
V. 8, 9] that ~(DivO)=Ga. We call Ga the generalized Jacobian variety
for the curve .1' (which has two ordinary double points) and write it J(.1').
The involution a on .1~ induces an involution a : J(.1~) ---+ J(.1~); the
divisor (Yll-Y12) is mapped via a to the divisor (Y22-Y21) (cfr . (2.36));
since P(L1~) = Ext (J(.1~), Gm) is controvariant we have
Set
by (5.7) and above there is an isomorphism I: G~ ---+ Ga, which fits in
the diagram
0- Gmx Gm-- G~ - J(.1~)~ 0
1\ Ii a1
0--- GmxGm~Ga - J(.1~)-- 0
i.e. a*(Ga)=G~.
Transposing the factors in the fibre product gives an isomorphism
t: Ga ---+ G~ such that the morphism a' = (~t) fits in the diagram
(5.8)
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0- Gm x Gm- Ga - J(L1~)-- 0
a" I a' I a I
~ ~ ~
0_ Gmx Gm-- Ga-- J(.1~)__ 0
where a" is defined by a"(a, b) = (b, a); a' is an involution. Similarly to
[11, 3) we define
(5.9) Pr(LJ'{LJ) = Image (I-a').
There is therefore an exact diagram
o----+- Gm x Gm ----+- G3 --- J(L1~) ---->- 0
(5.10) h1 (I-a') 1 (I-a)1
o I Gm ----... Pr(LJ ' {LJ) ~ Pr(LJ~{LJ n) ~ 0
where h(a , b) = ab- 1•
What follows is devo ted t o the proof of
(5.11) THEOREM. G(S) and Pr(LJ'{LJ) are isomorphic algebraic groups.
As remarked in (4.14) the inclusion i : LJ~ ~ 0(2) induces a morphism
i: J(LJ~) ~ J( O), by (2.20)
i*(Dl - D 2)= (Yll - Y22)+ (Y21 - Y12)
where i* is the cont rovariant morphism i * : P( 0(2 ))~ P(LJ~) = J(LJ~ ) .
Interpreting this under the isomorphism (5.1)
i* (G(S)) = G1- G2= G4 (say).
By t he definition of opposite element and of sum in the group Ext it
is simple to verify that there is a commutative diagram with exact rows
o----+- Gm x Gm ----+- G3 ----+- J ( LJ~) ----+- 0
-l d1 II
o--....... Gm --......, G4 ----+- J(LJ~)~ 0
where h' is given by h'(a, b) =ab- 1 . Also, by the const ruction of i*, there is
o----+- Gm ---->- G4 =i*(G(S)) ----+- J(L1~)~ 0
II I 1 i 1
0--- Gm ----+. G(S) -----)0' J(O) __ 0
Composing the two diagrams we get
o----+- Gm x Gm ---->- G3 ---...... J(LJ~) - 0
(5.12) -l 1 il
o • Gm ' G(S) ---->- J(O)~ 0
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Comparing (5.12) with (5.10) we see: (i) h=h' (ii) J(C)=Pr(LJ~/LJn), be-
cause up to an isomorphism (l-a)=i by (4.31). Now it holds.
(5.13) LE~IMA. Let it be given 0 ~ B ~ C ~ A ~ 0 a strictly exact
sequence of abelian varieties, m: T 1~ Tz a morphism of algebraic groups,
H an element of Ext (C, T 1 ) and G one of Ext (A, T z). Assume Tz linear,
so that Hom (B, Tz)= 0 because B is connected and proper. Let it be
given a diagram, with exact rows,
0---.. T1-H - C--- 0
(5.14) 1
0---.. T z - G----+ A --- 0
then G is the only element of Ext (A, T z) which fits in the diagram (5.14).
PROOF. According to [16, VII. 1] there is a diagram
o----+ T 1 ---.. H ----+ C ----+ 0
"
0----+ T z~ m*H ----+ C 0
" ~1 ~1
0-->- T z - G--A--- 0
which factorizes (5.14) and it is m*H=~*G. Since m*H is uniquely
determined by the morphism m and by H, to prove the lemma amounts
to show that the function ~* : Ext (A, T z)~ Ext (C, T z) is injective.
Looking at the long exact sequence which relates Hom and Ext [16,
VII. 2] we see that ~* is injective because Hom (B, T z)= O.
The lemma applies to our case by putting A=Pr(LJ~/LJn), C=J(LJ~),
B= Ker (l-a)=q:(J(LJ~))cfr . (4.19), T1=Gmx Gm, Tz=Gm; we conclude
therefore that (5.1I) holds.
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